MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF HUMAN CAPITAL OFFICERS

FROM: LINDA M. SPRINGER  
DIRECTOR

Subject: Job Family Position Classification Standard for Professional Work in the Natural Resources Management and Biological Sciences Group, 0400

The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) has approved the release of the Job Family Position Classification Standard (JFS) for Professional Work in the Natural Resources Management and Biological Sciences Group, 0400. The JFS updates existing position classification standards for professional occupations in the 0400 group and consolidates them into one document.

This JFS provides information on series definitions, titling instructions, and grading criteria for professional, nonresearch, and nonsupervisory positions. This JFS also:

- Changes the title of the Biological Sciences Occupational Group, 0400, to Natural Resources Management and Biological Sciences Group, 0400; and
- Cancels the Agricultural Extension Service Series, 0406; the Plant Protection and Quarantine Series, 0436; and the Home Economics, 0493, Series.

Attachment

cc: Human Resources Directors
Agency Classification Chiefs